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8 - 10th November Camp
11th November Pupil Free
Day
18th November Pupil Free
Day
2nd December Footy
Colours Day /  Special lunch
8th December School
Concert
15th December year 6 Grad
dinner
16th December Last Day of
Term 4 early Dismissal
2.15pm

Coming up:

2022 TERM DATES

 Term 1 2nd February – 14th
April 

Term 2 2nd May – 8th July
 
Term 3 25th July – 30th
September

 Term 4 17th October – 16th
December

Welcome back to Term 4. The calendar is quickly filling with exciting events and
learning activities and I am excited to see the remainder of our year play out. 

This week we have seen materials and donations arrive for our garden, meaning that in
the coming weeks we will see the construction of our greenhouse and chicken yard
begin. 

Thanks must go out to the following people & businesses: 
-Timberlink Tarpeena: for the donation of timber to replace the decking in the
Preschool, and for the timber to construct our greenhouse and chicken yard
-Dohnts: for donating time, manpower and machinery to pick up the donated timber,
transport it to school and unload once here
-GEM: for another donated load of soil for our remaining wicking beds
-Dion: for clearing the agapanthus from the fence line to clear the way for our
“produce area” 
-Wayne Horbury: for installing story poles in preparation for visits from Uncle Ken,
volunteering time and manpower to replace decking and construct greenhouse and
chicken enclosure

This week our students will also work with Uncle Ken. This session will focus on
developing a design and story for our newly installed story poles – which will also set the
tone and theme for our Community Garden space. We can’t wait to share the progress
photos with you over the coming weeks! 

We have welcomed students that are transitioning into Foundation and Preschool for
2023. It has been lovely to see some new smiling faces, and meeting new families that
are joining our school community. Transition visits will continue on Tuesdays, with each
visit increasing in time over the coming weeks. 

I had the pleasure of attending the South East Music Festival to watch a group of our
students perform with others from Kalangadoo and Glencoe. The evening was a
fabulous showcase of the talent in our region, and I was super proud of both our
students and Mrs Illman for representing us so well. Thank you to Mrs Illman for the time
and preparation that you put into our Choir group throughout the year. 

This term we have so many excursions and events coming up – please ensure you keep
up to date with Facebook and Seesaw to ensure you receive communications. 

I’m looking forward to a fabulous term! 

Jess Herrewyn
Principal 

 



PASTORAL CARE WEEK 3
 

 Respect , Perseverance and Opportunities for Success

Some pastoral care highlights from the past couple of weeks include the return of lunchtime activities organized by our SRC
leaders and Learning Celebrations. 

Jack Barry led a Lego Lunchtime for some of the younger students in Week 1 on Wednesday, something he really enjoys and
therefore does really well helping younger students with. 

Mitchell Gartside and Lillian Barnes-Pollard for their learning achievements throughout Week 2, got to make celebratory nachos. 

Friday Week 2 was also a special day for our teachers – World Teachers Day! I involved the SRC in honouring our teachers by
organizing them to hand out flowers, cards and chocolates to their teachers. Our teachers were very appreciative and this was
one of many ways looking out for someone else’s wellbeing can be role-modelled. 

This is only the start of many more opportunities our students will have to develop their skills, practice empathy and help others.
Heaps more to come in the last few weeks of 2022!

Kiara Price
 Pastoral Care Worker



PLAY CENTRE

 Respect , Perseverance and Opportunities for Success

We have had a great start in the Play Centre for Term 4! The children have been immersed in activities relating to Spring and
Nursery Rhymes. 

Outdoor play continues to be popular amongst the group when we can dodge the showers. It has been lovely to see the
development in everyone grow as they try new activities and take on the “don’t say no, have a go” approach.  This shone
through when a lot of the children had a go at the climbing frames and mini obstacle courses we have had out. Many of the
younger children are growing in confidence and interacting with others learning many skills along the way, such as turn taking,
sharing and exploration. Often activities are child directed too, depending on their different interests. 

 I am so pleased to have been a part of this fabulous group of Mums and children, they certainly always come along with a
smile on Wednesday’s and we all have a little smile when we see each and every one reach a little milestone, tackle
something new or just have a quirky little comment to add.

 



CHOIR
2022 SOUTH EAST MUSIC FESTIVAL

Nangwarry Primary and Preschool: Asha, Zoe and Lillian 
Kalangadoo Primary School: Gwen, Matthew, Charlotte and Megan
Glencoe Primary School: Jasmine

This year Choir began with just as many challenges as the year before. The country training for choir trainers was cancelled due to
COVID-19. I had to spend a great deal of my own time learning song parts the best I could to teach the choir students. I lost two
choir members early on and this also came as a challenge as our choral sound got smaller. We gained Jasmine mid-way and this
was a blessing to our small choir. Jas came in full of energy and focus. She was determined, participated well and showed self-
discipline beyond her age! 

Many weeks had interruptions and even some had sickness but we persevered with how ever many members we had left standing.
I recall one week only having two students but it was one of the best choir sessions because confidence was electrified. 

It isn’t until students are on stage singing amongst other school choirs that they realise that vocal accuracy of pitch, rhythms and
beat are essential to contrast with the orchestra. I am so proud of all choir members who participated in the 2022 South East
Primary School’s Music Festival that was held at the Sir Robert Helpmann Theatre Friday night. The dynamics and expression shone
brightly; like the shining stars you all are! 

Thank you all for another wonderful year of singing. 

Remember, we all can sing – Mrs Illman! 

 Respect , Perseverance and Opportunities for Success
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LOWER PRIMARY
REAL LIFE LEARNING

This term we have a supermarket set up in our inquiry play corner. The Supermarket gives students chance to communicate with
each other, practise their oral language, learn new vocabulary words and use money to purchase things. 

Students have the chance to rotate who is the worker in the shop and who is shopping. Students have been given the
opportunity to write shopping lists, look at receipts and create their own as well as use coins and notes to learn about money.
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WHOLE SCHOOL EXCURSION
 AGRICULTURAL FARM

GRETCHEN

"At the Library we
talked about the

olden days. All the
pictures were in
black & white".

JAKOBE

"At the Ag. Farm I
got to hold a puppy,

it was soft and
cute".

PIPER

 "I held a cute goat,
it made lots of

noises and wriggled
alot".

LIAM

"I got to ride a
tractor. I drove it
around the hay".
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WHOLE SCHOOL INCURSION
 RED-TAIL BLACK COCKATOO 

Last week we welcomed Bron from Kids Helping Cockies, who was here to educate us on how we can help save the birds from
extinction.

 We learnt interesting facts about birds, viewed artefacts and planned for an up coming excursion where we will be collecting
seeds to propagate and plant in the new year.

ZAVIER

"Bron talked about
helping the birds".

AYLAH

"At the end Bron
gave us stickers and

feathers".

HARLEY

"The lady told us
about how we can

help the birds".
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COMING IN 2023
3-YEAR-OLD PROGRAM
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION
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